
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

SUN22 COLLECTION 
 
Expertly playing with volume alongside a pervasive feeling of lightness, the Sandro SUN22 
Spring/Summer collection showcases an array of styles perfect for relaxing under the sun this 
summer season. For both men and women, the latest sunglass capsule features clean and chic new 
colourways in must-have eyewear shapes.  
 
 

WOMEN’S RANGE 
 

Sandro's SUN22 collection for her features innovative and reimagined variations on classic 
eyewear shapes. Offering soft feminine styling as well as more angular trims, the collection corrals 
strong, modern silhouettes, fitting for the elegant yet eternally playful Sandro WOMAN.  
 
SD6026 is a slim yet chunky acetate cat-eye with a modern almond shape, an innovative Sandro 
twist on the classic cat-eye silhouette. The wide temples play with volume while contrasting with 
ultra-thin metal end tips. This style is available in an array of summer hues such as warm Vintage 
Tortoiseshell, Milky Dark Pink and an elegant and timeless Black.  
 
For a laid-back, effortless aesthetic this summer see metal style SD8011, a refreshing take on the 
timeless teardrop shape. This style features a contoured V-shape metal rim paired with a single top 
bar for a contemporary spin on an otherwise go-to silhouette. The slim high-shine temples feature 
a metal sandwich construction for an added sense of lightness, completed by acetate temple tips 
bearing the Sandro logo on the interior. This style is available in Shiny Cream Gold with warm 
graduated lenses and yellow acetate end tips, for an elegant and chic summer-chic colour pop.  
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MEN’S RANGE 
 

The Sandro SUN22 range for him offers an array of styles complementing the Sandro MAN’s 
clean-lined and effortlessly confident aesthetic. Minimalist designs showcase light and modern 
constructions providing a cool, laid-back feel alongside vintage inspired styles in refined and 
polished finishes.  
 
Contemporary men’s style SD7017 features a rimless lens paired with a flat metal brow line for a 
sleek and minimalist construction. The ultra-thin brow line seamlessly extends into the metal 
temples and signs off with tortoiseshell end tips. Adding a contemporary colour pop, the lenses 
of this style showcase vibrant hues from blue and forest green to chartreuse green. Available in 
Brushed Pale Gold, Brushed Silver and Dark Gun Metal, this style is perfect for the cool, 
nonchalant and effortlessly stylish Sandro MAN.  
 
For those who prefer a more classic eyewear look, SD5014 is an easy-to-wear frame with vintage 
elements such as a keyhole bridge for timeless fashion appeal. This chunky acetate model features 
wide-to-thin temples and a vintage-inspired bevelled metal signature trim, perfect for a premium 
heritage look. This style is available in a luxurious Crystal colourway, a Black to Clear Crystal 
gradiated option embodying the lightness of summer days, as well as a traditional rich Brown 
Horn reflecting a more classic and timeless spirit.  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESS OFFICE 
For further information and imagery, please contact Adam Rowe at Fabric PR. 

Email: adam@fabricpr.com 
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 3326 7331 
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